Abstract-When adults talk to infants they do that in a different way compared to how they communicate with other adults. This kind of Infant Directed Speech (IDS) typically highlights target words using focal stress and utterance final position. Also, speech directed to infants often refers to objects, people and events in the world surrounding the infant. Because of this, the sound sequences the infant hears are very likely to co-occur with actual objects or events in the infant's visual field. In this work we present a model that is able to learn wordlike structures from multimodal information sources without any pre-programmed linguistic knowlege, by taking advantage of the characteristics of IDS. The model is implemented on a humanoid robot platform and is able to extract wordlike patterns and associating these to objects in the visual surrounding.
I. INTRODUCTION
Speech plays an important role in human interaction, and can also provide an intuitive way to interact with humanoid robots. When an infant is born, it is faced with the challange of extracting useful patterns from a continuous speech signal and to assign meaning to these. This is a complex task and while it is not fully understood how it is solved by the infant, part of the answer may actually be found in the structure of the speech signal.
Speech directed to infants is highly structured and characterized by what seems like physically motivated tricks to maintain the communicative connection to the infant, actions that at the same time also may enhance linguistically relevant important aspects of the signal. Also, whereas communication between adults usually is about exchanging information, speech directed to infants is of a more referential nature. The adult refers to objects, people and events in the world surrounding the infant [1] . Because of this, the sound sequences the infant hears are very likely to co-occur with actual objects or events in the infant's visual field. The placement of target words, the repetitive structure, and the use of focal stress are likely to play an important role in helping the infant establishing an implicit and plausible word-object link. This kind of structuring might very well be one of the first steps in speech processing, a coarse segmenting of the continuous signal in chunks that stand out because of some recurrent pattern the infant learns to recognize. Infants are very sensitive to the characteristic qualities of this typical IDS style, and a number of studies indicate that infants use this kind of information to find implicit structure in acoustic signals [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] .
In this work we design a prototypical system that is able to learn word-like structure from multimodal information sources by integrating acoustic and visual representations. This is not a completely new approach. In the CELL [7] , Cross-channel Early Lexical Learning, architectures for processing multisensory data is developed and implemented in a robot called Toco the Toucan. The robot is able to acquire words from untranscribed acoustic and video input and represent them in terms of associations between acoustic and visual sensory experience. Compared to conventional ASR systems that maps speech signal to human specified labels, this is an important step towards creating more ecological models. However, significant shortcuts are still taken, such as the use of a predefined phoneme-model where a set of 40 phonemes are used and the transition probabilities are trained off-line on large scale database. In [8] , no external database is used. Instead the the transition probabilities are trained online only taking into account utterances that have been presented to the system at the specific instance in time. While this make the model more plausible from a cognitive perspective, infants may not rely on linguistic concepts as phonemes at all during these early stages of language development.
In contrast to these related works we avoid using any pre-programmed linguistic knowledge. Instead we take a more direct approach and map the auditory impression of the word as a whole to the object. This is in line with the Ecological Theory of Language Acquisition (ETLA) [9] , where underlying concepts like phonemes instead are emergent consequences imposed by increasing representation needs [10] [11] . To compensate for the lack of preprogrammed structures we instead take advantage of some of the characteristics of IDS in order to boost the word learning. Taking this approach allows us to investigate how much linguistic structure, available implicitly in the speech signal directed to infants that can be derived without preprogrammed linguistic knowledge. The objective is both to give insights to how infants may be able to derive linguistic structures directly from the speech signal and examplify how a humanoid robot can take advantage of this approach in order to learn word-objects releations.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section II we give further background information on IDS and show results from an infant study on multimodal word learning. In section III we present the computer model used for the experiments in section IV. Conclusions and directions for future work is found in section V.
II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
In this section we first review important aspects of infant directed speech, and then present a study on how these may influence infants' ability to create word-object associations.
A. Infant directed speech
An important portion of the physical signal in the ambient language of almost every infant is in the form of Infant Directed Speech (IDS), a typical speech style used by adults when communicating with infants. IDS is found in most languages [12] [13] [14] and is characterized by long pauses, repetitions, high fundamental frequency, exaggerated fundamental frequency contours [3] and hyperarticulated vowels [13] . A very similar speech style is found in speech directed to pets [15] [16] , and to some degree also in speech directed to humanoid robots [17] , and pet robots [18] .
The function of IDS seem to change in accordance with the infant's developmental stages, phonetic characteristics in the adult's speech are adjusted to accommodate the communicative functions between the parents and their infants, for example a gradual change in consonant specifications associated with the infants communicative development was found in a study by Sundberg and Lacerda [19] . In longitudinal studies it has been shown that parents is adapting their speech to their infants linguistic and social development the first post-natal year. On the whole they use higher fundamental frequency, greater frequency range, shorter utterance duration, longer syllable duration, and less number of syllables per utterance when speaking to their infants as compared to speaking to adults. Sundberg [20] suggests that these phonetic modifications might be an intuitive strategy adults use automatically that is both attractive and functional for the infant.
In a study more directly related to infants word learning, Fernald and Mazzie [21] found that target words in infant directed speech were typically highlighted using focal stress and utterance-final position. In their study 18 mothers of 14-month-old infants were asked to tell a story from a picture book called Kelly's New Clothes, both to their infants and to an adult listener. Each page of the book introduced a new piece of clothes that was designated as a target word. When telling the story to the infants target words were stressed in 76% of the instances, and placed in utterance-final position in 75% of the instances. For adult speech the same values were 40% and 53% respectively.
Albin [22] found that an even larger portion of the target words (87% -100% depending of subject) occured in final position when the subjects were asked to present a number of items to an infant.
B. Infant word learning study
The review above shows that IDS is structured in a way that can potentially facilitate the word learning task for infants. To investigate if infants are able to take advantage of utterance-final position and focal stress of target words when learning audio-visual links, a study involving a total of 50 infants has been performed. The study has previously been presented in [23] and is summarized below.
This study used a Visual Preference Procedure that is essentially a modified version of Fernald's Preferential Listening Procedure [24] . In general terms the procedure can be described as inducing the infant's response from its looking time towards alternative pictures displayed simultaneously and where one of the pictures is associated with the expected response.
The speech material used were Swedish sentences recorded by a female speaker. The sentences were recorded in nine different conditions where main stress and targetword were placed in all possible combinations of sentence initial, medial and final positions. The sentences introduced non-words as possible names of objects (e.g. "It is a nice Dappa" where Dappa is the name of one of the puppets). The speech materials were produced in IDS-style, which is characterized by modifications as described earlier, such as frequent prosodic repetitions and expanded intonation contours.
Nine films were created to include all the possible combinations of position of the target word (initial, medial or final position in the utterance) and the utterances focal accent (falling on the utterances initial, medial or final words). The syntactic structure of the utterances was different from film to film but within each film the position of the target word and the part of the utterance receiving focal accent was kept constant. Furthermore, although the utterances within each film were structurally equal, the non-target words were different from utterance to utterance in an attempt to mimic the variation typically observed in natural utterances.
The results are shown in Figure 1 , grouped according to the placement of the focal accent and the position of the target word in the utterances. Given the reduced number of subjects each condition and the typical variance observed in this type of experiments, it is perhaps not surprising that no significant main effects for the target word or placement of the focal accent could be observed. Nevertheless in the combinations of target word in final position and focal accent in initial or final positions the gain was all positive.
There were no significant main effects or interactions for word position and placement of the focal accent. However a tendency for longer looking times was observed for the target word in focal position [F [1, 73] 
III. WORD LEARNING MODEL
In this section we describe the computer model that is used to extract words from Infant Directed Speech and associate those with the objects they refer to. The model is inspired by the CELL-model [7] , and consists of acoustic and visual sensors, a short-term memory with recurrence filter, and a long-term memory with a mutual information filter. Raw data from the visual and auditory sensors are stored in the short-term memory where they are processed independently. The auditory stream is searched for recurring patterns which forms potential word candidates. Those word candidates are paired with objects found in the visual input and sent to the long-term memory. Finally the long-term memory is searched for cross-modal regularities in order to form word-object associations.
The main difference between our model and the CELLmodel is how data is represented and processed, and that we make further use of the structure of IDS, as will be explained more in detail below. We first describe how we extract word candidates and visual objects form the auditory and visual streams, and then describe in detail how the wordobject associations are created.
A. Extracting word candidates
One of the objectives with this work is to investigate how much linguistic structure, available implicitly in the speech signal directed to infants that can be derived without pre-programmed linguistic knowledge. We have therefore deliberately choosen a rather crude computational method for finding recurrent patterns in the speech signal and avoid using any kind of phoneme models.
For simplicity the speech signal is currently recorded one utterance at a time. Our model of the short term memory can store either a fixed number of utterances (typically around 5) or a fixed amount of time (here we have used 10-20 s).
The speech signal of each utterance is windowed using 25 ms windows with 50% overlap between the windows. For each window we then calculate Mel coefficients [25] . Only the first four of the coefficients are used as a representation of the signal when looking for recurrent patterns.
Each utterance within the short term memory at a given time is compared pair-wise with all other utterences in the memory. For each utterance-pair we first make sure that the utterances have the same length by padding the shortest utterance. The utterances are then aligned in time and we calculate the sum of differences between their mel coefficients creating a vector with the acoustic distance between the two utterances at each window. The second utterance is then shifted forward and backward in time and for each step a new distance vector is calculated. These vectors are averaged over 15 windows, i.e. 200 ms, and combined into a distance matrix as illustrated in Figure 2 . By averaging over 200 ms we exclude local matches that are too short and can find word candidates by simply looking for minimas in the distance matrix. Starting from a minima we find the start and the end points for the word candidate by moving left and right in the matrix while making sure that the distance metric at each point is always below a certain critical threshold.
In order to take advantage of the structure of infant directed speech and to mimic infants apparent bias towards target words in utterance-final position and with focal stress, we also check for these features. For a word candidate to be considered to have utterance-final position we simply check that the end of the candidate is less than 15 windows from the end of the utterance. To find the focal stress of an utterance we look for the F0-peak. While there are many ways for adults to stress words (e.g. pitch, intensity, length) it has been found that F0-peaks are mainly used in infant directed speech [21] . If the F0-peak of the utterance as a whole is within the boundaries of the word candidate, the word candidate is considered to be stressed. If a word candidates is not stressed and in utterance-final position we reject it with a specified probability. Fig. 2 . Finding word candidates in sentences "titta här är den söta dappan" and "se på lilla dappan". The best match is found by shifting the sentences 15 windows.
B. Finding visual objects
When a word candidate is found it needs to be paired with a visual object before it is sent to the long term memory. In this section we describe how the visual objects are extracted and represented.
Starting from a snapshot of the robot's eye view we segment the image and look for the object closest to the center of the image. The segmentation is done by background subtraction followed by morphological dilation.
Using the silhouette of the object we create a representation of its shape by taking the distance between the center of mass and the perimeter of the silhouette. This is done for each degree of rotation creating a vector with 360 columns. The tranformation of an image to the object representation is illustrated in Figure 3 .
When comparing two object representations with each other we first normalize the vectors and then perform a pattern maching, much in the same way as for the auditory representations, by shifting the vectors one step at a time. By doing this we get a measurement of the visual similarity between objects that is invariant to both scale and rotation. 
C. Creating word-object associations
Each time a recurrent acoustic pattern is found in the short-term memory along with the presence of a visual object, the word candidate and the object representation are given a unique identifier and are sent to the longterm memory. In the long-term memory we first look for acoustic and visual similarity independently. For the visual similarity between objects we directly use the measurement explained above. For the acoustic similarity we use Dynamic Time Warp (DTW) [26] to measure the distance between different word candidates. The reason to use DTW instead of directly applying the pattern matching described earlier is to be less sensitive to how fast the word candidate is pronounced. The distance measurements are used to group similar word candidates and visual objects respectively, using an hierarchical clustering algorithm [27] .
The hierarchical clustering results in two tree structures. The first tree structure contains all the word candidates. These are found in the bottom at the leaves. Each branch in the tree represent a cluster containing all word candidates below. As we move upwards in the tree we continue to join more word candidates by allowing bigger acoustic distances between the candidates. In the top we find a single cluster containing all word candidates. In the same way the leaves of the second tree contain all visual objects and by moving upwards in the tree we start to group more and more visual objects by allowing larger distances.
The difficult part here is to decide at what branch we should cut the trees in order to get a good representations of the words and the objects. If we cut too low in the word candidate tree we will not allow sufficient acoustic difference in order to cope with natural variations in the pronounciation of the word. On the other hand, if we cut too high we may end up classifying any sound sequence as a correct observation of the specific word. The same problem holds for the object tree. This is where we make use of our multimodal information.
In order to find which branch in the word candidate tree that should be associated with which branch in the object tree we use the mutual information criterion [28] . In the general form this can be written as
Where p(x, y) is the joint probability distribution function of X and Y , and p 1 (x) and p 2 (y) are the marginal probability distribution functions of X and Y respectively.
We want to calculate I(X; Y ) for all combinations of clusters and objects in order to find the best word representations. For a specific word cluster A and visual cluster V we define the binary variables X and Y as
The probability functions are estimated using the relative frequencies of all observations in the long-term memory, i.e. p 1 (x) is estimated by taking the number of observations within the cluster A and dividing with the total number of observations in the long-term memory. In the same way p 2 (y) is estimated by taking the number of observations in the cluster V and again dividing with the total number of observations. The joint probability is found by counting how many of the observations in cluster A that are paired with an observation in cluster V and dividing by the total number of observations.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The word acquisition model has been tested both on recordings of real IDS and by implementing the model in a humanoid robot to allow direct interaction. The objective is to test how much linguistic structure that we can derive from our model, and also to test if focusing on words that are stressed and in utterance-final position may improve our word-object associations. The main results presented are obtained when rejecting all candidates that are not stressed and in utterance-final position, and in the end of each experiment we shortly discuss how the result was altered when taking all word candidates into account.
A. Experiment 1: Humanoid platform
The word acquisition model has been implemented in our humanoid robot Chica, Figure 4 . In this experiment we show a number of toys for the robot and, at the same time, talk about these objects using infant directed speech style. The objects that were chosen were one ball and two dolls named "Pudde" and "Siffy". The experiment was executed by demonstrating one object at a time by placing it in front of Chica and talk about the object for approximately 20 s. Each utterance contained a reference to a target word and we made sure that the target word was always stressed and in utterance-final position. For the dolls we referred to them both by using their individual names and the swedish word for doll, "docka". The ball were always referred to using the swedish word "bollen". During the length of one demonstration, sound and images are continuously stored in the short-term memory. The sound is then segmented into utterances by looking for longer periods of silence. Each utterance is then compared to the others as explained in section III. Word candidates are paired with a visual representation of the object and sent to the long-term memory.
After having demonstrated all three objects we repeat the procedure once more, but this time with the objects in a different orientation in front of the robot. This is done in order to verify that the clustering of the visual objects is able to find similarities in the shape despite differences in the orientation of the objects.
When word candidates have been extracted from all six demonstrations, the hierarchical clustering algorithm is used to group word candidates in the long-term memory that are acoustically close. The result from the hierarchical clustering of the word candidates and the visual objects can be seen in Figure 5 . The numbers at each leaf shows the unique identifier that allows us to see which of the word candidates that was paired with which of the visual objects.
Looking only at the hierarchical tree for the word candidates it is not obvious where the tree should be cut in order to find good word representations. By listening to the word candidates we notice that the cluster containing candidates (25 26 19 20 2 6 18 14 16 1) represent the word "dockan", the cluster (3 7 4 9 5 8 10 12 15 11 13 17) represent the word "Pudde", the cluster (21 22 23 27 28 29 24 31 30) represent the word "Siffy", and the cluster (32 33 34 36 35) represent the word "bollen". The hierarchical tree for the visual objects may look more simple and it is tempting to select the five clusters in the bottom as our objects. However, it is actually the clusters one level up that represents our visual objects. Of course the robot does not know that at this point.
To find out which branch in the respective tree that should be associated with which branch in the other we calculate the mutual information criterion. Calculating the mutual information criterion for all pair of branches shows that we get the highest score for associating the word candidates (32-35) with the same visual objects (32) (33) (34) (35) . This is what we could expect since all visual observations of "bollen" were also paired with a correct word candidate. In the case of the objects "Pudde" and "Siffy" part of the observations are not paired with the object name, but instead with the word "docka". Still we get the second and third heighest scores by associating word candidates for the word "Pudde" with object Pudde and the word "Siffy" with object Siffy respectively. We can also find that the branch above the visual representations of Pudde and Siffy receives the heighest score for being associated branch containing word candidates for "dockan".
The experiment was repeated without putting any bias on word candidates that were stressed and in utterance-final position. This resulted in four false word candidates for the object Pudde and one for object Siffy. However, this did not affect the word-object associations as these candidates were found in separate branches in the word candidate tree and only received low scores by the mutual information criterion. 
B. Experiment 2: Infant Directed Speech recordings
A second experiment was performed using recordings of interactions between parents and their infants. The recordings were made under controlled forms at the Department of Linguistics, Stockholm University. A lot of care was taken to create natural interactions. The room was equipped with several toys, among those two dolls called "Kuckan" and "Siffy". The parents were not given any information of the aim of the recordings but were simply introduced to the toys and then left alone with their infants. In this study we have only used a single recording of a mother interacting with her 8 month old infant. The total duration of the recording is around 10 minutes. The audio recording has been segmented by hand to exclude sound coming from the infant. In total the material consists of 132 utterances with time stamps and also object references in those case that an object were present. In 33 of these the doll "Kuckan" was present and in 13 of them the doll "Siffy". In total the word "Kuckan" is mentioned 15 times and "Siffy" is mentioned 6 times.
In this experiment we limit the short-term memory to 10 s. The utterances enter in the short-term memory one at a time and any utterance older than 10 s is erased from the memory. Word candidates that also have an assigned object label are transferred into the long-term memory.
After searching all utterances for word candidates we cluster all the candidates in the long-term memory. The result can be found in Figure 6 . Here we don't have any hierarchical tree for the visual objects. Instead we use the labels assigned by hand that can be used for calculating the mutual information criterion. Doing so gives us that the object Kuckan is best represented by word candidates (5 6 3 9 11 10 22 4 7 17 18) and Siffy by (32 33 34). Listening to the word candidates confirms that they represent the names of the dolls, but the segmentation is not as clear as in the robot experiment and there are a few outliers. Among the word candidates associated with Kuckan, nr 22 was unhearable and nr 17 and 18 were non-words but with a prosodic resembly of the word "Kuckan". For the word candidates associated with Siffy all contained parts of preseeding words.
When repeating the experiment without bias on focal stress and utterance-final position, the number of word candidates grew significantly resulting in lots of outliers being associated with both the objects. In the case of Kuckan it even caused the correct word candidates to be excluded from the branch that was associated with the object. 
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The objectives with this work has been to investigate how much linguistic structure that can be derived from Infant Directed Speech, without any pre-programmed linguistic knowledge. We have shown that it is possible to extract useful word candidates and to associate those with objects in the visual field, using simple pattern matching techniques. The method make use of the repetitive nature of IDS as well as other phonetic characteristics of IDS such as final placement of target words and the use of focal stress to guide the attention. The initial results are encouraging and future work include using the method in larger scale experiments and extending the method to associate not only objects but also actions and properties.
